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Editor's Picks: Home Furnishings

Spring Décor Trends
Put the kibosh on cold weather and welcome in the warm with stylish and sensible decorating trends
you’ll want to bring home. MSN Shopping’s Style Editor Shannon McCarthy surveys the latest
seasonal splendor for your digs.
Home Furnishings on sale | More Editors' Picks | See Expert Advice

Advertisement

Hot & Cool Colors
Purple, the reigning femme fashion hue, is also décor’s darling. But use it
as a bold accent, rather than saturating a space. This goes for the other
bright colors on tap this season — yellow, orange and fiery red — they
liven up a room in concentrated doses, like throw pillows, lampshades, or
even a cushy chair or couch. Just make sure to anchor these flights of
fancy with earthy neutrals or more delicate (yet equally stylish) shades like
delft blue or gold-green.
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All Yellow Giclee
Pendant Chandelier
At LAMPS PLUS

Yellow Red Ceramic
Vase
At LAMPS PLUS

$199.99
Similar items

$99.91
Similar items

Bitter Orange
Holiday Perfume
Candle
At Neiman Marcus
Rate it | Details
$50.00
Similar items

Free Shipping
Rate it | Details

Free Shipping
Rate it | Details

More hot & cool colors

Bold Geometrics
Want to stay in shape? Stick with circles. Interior decorators love them
and stores are offering everything from mirrors and tabletops to lamps and
wall hangings festooned with these perfect discs. Provide a little dynamic
contrast to those curves with newly hot (yet truly ancient) Greek-key
designs, or the strong squares we’re seeing on printed items like rugs and
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designs, or the strong squares we’re seeing on printed items like rugs and
mirror frames. Mid-century clean rectangles turn lamps into architectural
displays, and fanciful pagoda shapes lend an air of exotica.

AF Lighting 5820TL Adobe Waterfall
Acrylic Jonas
Tropical...
At LightingDirect

Free Shipping Over
$50. 110% PriceGuarantee
Rate it | Details

$160.20
Similar items
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Retro Rectangles
Black Bronze Base
Giclee Table Lamp
At LAMPS PLUS

Pagoda Table Lamp
At Domestications

In Stock and Ready
to Ship
Rate it | Details

$99.99
Similar items

Satisfaction
Guarantee. Home
Fashions On...
Rate it | Details

$129.99
Similar items

More bold geometrics

Organic Textures
Nothing signals the start of spring better than bringing the outside in.
Natural materials and motifs like the woven cane used in British Colonialstyle furnishings, distressed and whitewashed woods so popular in “shabby
chic,” and sisal rugs, cork flooring and bamboo textiles in eco-design, all
lighten up your home’s interior while providing a warm and rustic
atmosphere. Look to faux-croc-embossed accessories for a dark
counterpoint, slubby linen slipcovers to update the couch and elemental
slate for the kitchen floor.

Home Star Country
Cottage Foyer Table
Cottage Oak &...
At FurnitureBuzz
Rate it | Details
$139.95 Sale $100.00
Similar items

Pottery Barn PB
Round Jute Rug
At Pottery Barn
Rate it | Details
$249.00
Similar items

Pottery Barn PB
Chunky Wool Jute
Rug
At Pottery Barn
Rate it | Details
$599.00
Similar items

More organic textures

Whimsical Prints
The pineapple, that traditional symbol of hospitality, is the top print pick
of the season. As with other strong design elements, it’s probably best on
accessories — a large accent pillow for the couch or a small lampshade
pattern — rather than an overabundant harvest on the bedspread or
wallpaper. Other trendy designs like zebra print, stylized leaf shapes and
oversized florals should be incorporated in the same way. Picture frames,
small rugs and pillow shams are easily changed with the seasons.
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small rugs and pillow shams are easily changed with the seasons.

Pineapple Silk Twill
Pillow, from
Williams-Sonoma
Home WSH
At Williams-Sonoma
Home
Rate it | Details
$118.00
Similar items

Floral Embroidered
Pillow, Navy, from
Williams-Sonoma
Home...
At Williams-Sonoma
Home
Rate it | Details
$78.00
Similar items

PBteen Kensington
Floral Duvet Cover
& Sham. By
Pottery...
At PB Teen
Rate it | Details
$99.00
Similar items

More whimsical prints

Glass & Metallics
While ultra-lux is “out” in both fashion and home decorating, we don’t
want our domiciles looking dour. And as the seasons change, we’d also like
interiors to reflect the kind of light and life happening outside our doors.
Whether colored and translucent, or plain and transparent, glass bowls,
jars, shelves, lamps and sconces (even mirror-topped tables) radiate light
throughout your home. Burnished metallics add more elemental sparkle —
consider burnished bedding and sheer drapes with a touch of glimmer to
let the sunshine in.
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Crystal Square and
Round Ball Table
Lamp
At LAMPS PLUS

Glass Light Bulb
Shade Table Lamp
At LAMPS PLUS

George Kovacs
Metallic Silver
Porcelain Table
Lamp
At LAMPS PLUS

Free Shipping
Rate it | Details

$399.91
Similar items

Free Shipping
Rate it | Details

$124.91
Similar items

Free Shipping
Rate it | Details

$264.91
Similar items

More glass & metallics

Related Links
5 Favorite Décor Styles
Organizing Your Closet and Kitchen

5 Things Every Kitchen Needs
Decorating Small Spaces
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